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Introduction 

DD
URING THE LAST FEW YEARS, I HAVE HAD THE GOOD
fortune that Paper Money has published some of my articles dealing in
a subject that is of particular interest to me: the Banks and Paper
Money of Panama.  Since publication, many bits and pieces of infor-

mation, from various and varied quarters, continue to “come in.” These new
items so enhance and enrich the subject matter that I would be delinquent were I
not to share them with you.  My thanks to the Editor of Paper Money, Fred Reed,
for humoring me.  

Banco de Perez y Planas (Paper Money, vol. 36 no. 2, March-April 1997)

The American Bank Note Company printed 10,000 each of the 2-, 3-, 5-
and 10-peso notes.  The portrait of Antonio Planas (father of Ricardo Planas, co-
founder of the bank) was engraved by Charles Burt (1823-1892). 1

The vignette in the center of all four bills is a combination of two pieces
of work.  The center item, entitled Globe, was engraved by Luigi Delnoce (1822-
1890) and is ordered by a ship on one side and a locomotive on the other, entitled
Transportation.  This was engraved by George W. Hatch (1804-1866). 2 This
vignette was quite popular.  Other users include: El Banco Navia (Uruguay), 1865;
Tesoreria Jeneral de los Estados Unidos de Colombia (Colombia), 1865; Banco
Nacional de Colombia (Colombia), 1881; Hawaiian Islands, 1879; 3 and by the
Panama Railroad, projected bond issue of 188-, as well as on its stock certificate of
1904. 
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Though no five (5) peso example has yet surfaced, other denominations
have been offered, i.e.: 

2 peso note, Christie’s Auction, November 28-29, 1990; 
10 peso note, Almanzar’s Auction, July 31, 1981. 
The last were apparently part of an ABNCo presentation album present-

ed to heads of state.  Over time these albums were cannibalized and many notes
entered the market.  How many albums there were is not known.  So far, no cir-
culated, signed or serial-numbered example of this issue has surfaced, nor have we
seen nor heard of a five peso note, sample or otherwise.  We would be delighted
were one of these to come to light!  

Banco de Panama, 1869-1874 (Paper Money, vol. 41 no. 4, July-August 2002) 

Successor to the Banco de Perez y Planas.  The five (5) and ten (10) peso
notes of the Perez y Planas Bank were altered to read Banco de Panama.  New
plates were made for the 1-, 20- and 50-peso notes, using the portrait of Antonio
Planas, and the same Globe/Transportation vignette.  39,000 notes were printed:

25,000 1 (one) peso $25,000
10,000 5 (five) peso $50,000

2,000 10 (ten) peso $20,000
1,500 20 (twenty) peso $30,000

     500 50 (fifty) peso       $25,000
39,000 $150,000

On June 4th, 1873, the Banco de Panama issued $32,000 pesos into cir-
culation.  No records have been found indicating the quantities of each denomi-
nation issued.  Our only guide, so far, has been the discovery of signed notes that
are numbered.  Those that we know are: 

4

Globe and Transportation
vignette appears on notes of
Banco de Perez y Planas and of
the Republic of Hawaii.
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1 (one) peso numerous 
5 (five) peso #0996  Museum of History, Panama 

#1118  Museum of History, Panama 
10 (ten) peso #309  private collection 

#335  private collection 
Some 5- and 10-peso notes, numbered, but unsigned,

are seen now and then in the auction markets, and we try to
keep a tally of these.  Our interest, however, is in those that are
signed.  No 50-peso, signed bill has been reported, though an
unnumbered remainder was auctioned in the recent past. 5

In the old part of the City of Panama (San Felipe) we
were able to identify the building (shown at left) where both
the Perez y Planas and Panama Banks were located.  While
Perez y Planas opened on one side of the building, the Banco
de Panama opened on the side facing the Cathedral on Sosa
Street.  The edifice was originally two floors.  A conflagration
in 1874 not only destroyed the building but confirmed the
demise of the bank.  

Some years later the property was sold to a commer-
cial enterprise.  They were shipping agents and purveyors of
naval stores, and a third floor was added.  When we visited the
site it was quite deteriorated and not in use.  Present owners
were considering restoring the building.  Curiously, on the
ground floor there was still a large vault.  Whether this was the
original bank vault or not is another matter. 

Globe and
Transportation
vignette appears
on these notes of
El Banco de
Panama.  The
bank’s original
building is shown
below.
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Exchange Bank of Colon, 1866-1872 (Paper Money, vol. 40 no. 5, Sept/Oct 2001

We were able to locate the original, handwritten, 2nd Patente (license)
which authorized the issue of a second lot of $5,000 pesos into circulation (shown
following on pages 346-347).

By mere chance (a friend of a friend of a friend) we came across a
descendant of Walter Perry Field, founder of the exchange Bank of Colon.
Family commentaries indicate that Walter Perry was a very rude, crude and
tough individual.  In the Daily Alta California of February 27, 1854, we read
that a “Mr. Field” arrived in Panama aboard the Steamer El Primero of the
Central America Steam Navigation Company on February 21, 1854.  Mr.
Field apparently went to Aspinwall (Colon), the Atlantic terminus of the
Panama Railroad.  That city was described as: “It had a monopoly on the
vices,” and commenting on the residents:  “. . . were the misfits of many
nations.  Many of them had left their country for their countries’ good. . . .
They left to save their governments the expense of hanging them. . . . They
existed in a sort of cannibalistic way off the California travel . . .” 6

From the above we begin to get an idea of what sort of person this
Mr. Field was.  By 1866 he had accumulated some properties and founded
the bank.  Due to economic difficulty, the bank ceased operations by 1872. 

In 1885 the son of Walter Perry, Walter Joseph, was now 25 years
of age and a businessman in his own right.  In January of that year he had
formed his own company, Field Brodie & Co., and was organizing the
Savings Bank of Colon.  In March Panama was going through one of its
normal political convolutions, and the City of Colon was burned down.  At
the same time, after 30 years of experimentation, the federal system of gov-
ernment was abolished and Panama reverted to a mere Department.  With
a bleak economic outlook for the future, Walter Perry began liquidating his
holdings with a view to “moving on.”  According to family accounts, his son
found out about his father’s intentions and had him locked into his own
house.  In the meantime, the son met all creditors and obligations in his and
his father’s name. 

With what little was saved, Walter Joseph decided to go to
California.  En route, he stopped for a few days in San Jose, Costa Rica, and
stayed for some 40 years. 7 While in Costa Rica he acquired some coffee
plantations and with his banking background co-founded and was first
President of the Banco Internacional de Costa Rica in 1912. 8 The Bank
was chosen by the government of Costa Rica as the Official Emitting Bank
of the Republic.  The Bank opened its doors to the public on November 3,
1914. 9 Walter Joseph Field’s portrait graces the 10 colon note of 1916. 

By the early 1920s, Walter Joseph liquidated his holdings in Costa
Rica and finally managed to go to California.  There he invested his where
withal in the New York Market.  Within a short time the market “burst”
and he lost all.  Walter Joseph died on August 8, 1931, in Los Angeles,
where he is interred. 

Above: Walter Perry Field.  Below:
Walter Joseph Field.  He is also shown
on the Banco Internacional de Costa
Rica 10 Colones note, at bottom.
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Above & right:  Original 2nd Patente (license) authorizing second issue of $5,000 pesos of the Exchange Bank of Colon.
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Estado de Panama, 1861 (Paper Money, vol. 41 no. 5, Sept/Oct 2002 

This was the first issue of Treasury bills in Panama.  While the Law that
created these notes stated:  “. . . the Bills shall be of twenty, ten and five pesos, in
the amount of each class that the Executive considers convention,” all we can do
is speculate as to how many were printed.  There is a scarcity of background
material.  Certain legislative memoranda, of a later date, as well as direct mention
in government correspondence to the bills of “35” pesos leads us to speculate that,
indeed, sheets (as was the practice of the time) of 5-, 10- and 20-pesos were print-
ed with said specific denomination. 

While the Law referenced above limited the issue to a total of $25,000
pesos overall, this indicates, we presume, at least 714 sheets of $35 pesos each.
Such a quantity of sheets does not seem proper, and we would be more inclined
towards an amount of 1,000 sheets as more appropriate.  Of the amount over the
basic, required maximum, those extra sheets could have been printed sans denom-
ination.  Witness to this last comment is that the only known surviving example of
this issue is dated 1868 and the denomination is handwritten.  Further, no serial
number has been noted, as required by Law. 10

The printers of this item, Snyder, Black & Sturm of New York, had an
extended life, lasting, under a shortened name, until the early 1920s, when they
disappear from the New York telephone directories. 11

There is still much work to be done here in what is an extremely sparse
documentary environment.  

Estado Soberano de Panama, 1865 (Paper Money, vol. 41 no. 5, Sept/Oct 2002)  

Many examples of this issue have survived, some in excellent
condition, while others have a signature cancellation, which is the right
hand portion scissored-out. 

In 1866 the ABNCo printed 10,000 sheets of 1-, 2-, 3- and 10-
peso numbered notes.  All four items have a common central vignette,
entitled Tropics, which was designed by Henry W. Herrick (1824-1906).
This design, with modification by engraver W.W. Rice (1820-1860) was
quite popular in Latin America.  Some who share this vignette include
Argentina, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
Guatemala, Hawaii and Venezuela. 12 Some private banks of the era also
utilized this design. 13

The portrait of General Tomas Herrera, that appears on all
four notes, was engraved by James Bannister (1821-1901).  The one peso
bill, front left, has an effigy of Liberty done by Charles Schlecht (1843-
1932), 14 which is also shared by Argentina’s 10 peso note of 1867 (PS

Sir Thomas Lawrence’s 1823 paint-
ing The Calmady Children appears
on the Estado Soberano de Panama,
1865 note issue.
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1577), and the Farmers and Merchants Bank of Greensborough, Maryland,
among others.  The two peso note has an allegory to Agriculture, with cherubim,
shared with Ecuador, Mexico, Peru and Greece.  An anchor appears on the three
peso note, representing solidity.  Also utilized by many banks that operated in
Canada and the United States maritime region, during the early 1840s-1860s. 15

Last, but not least, is the ten peso bill, depicting The Calmady Children, painting by
Sir Thomas Lawrence in 1823, and engraved by Joseph P. Ourdan (1828-1881)
and Alfred Jones (1819-1900). 16 This vignette was most popular with private

All four denominations have Tropics
as the central vignette.  Liberty
appears on the one peso, and also
notes such as the Farmers and
Merchants Bank $3, shown opposite
An anchor appears on the 3 pesos
note and also the Searsport Bank $5
shown following.
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banks of that time.  The original painting can be seen at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York. 

As mentioned previously, there is no scarcity of these notes.  This has led
some collectors to acquire these strictly by signature, which may total to as many
as 14 different combinations. 17 In 1869 ABNCo also printed a second set of
10,000 sheets, but unnumbered. 18 The financial requirements of the Isthmus
must have been dire indeed.  Few unsigned examples are known.  

Tropics also appears on notes of the
Hawaiian Islands and Republic of
Costa Rica.  Liberty appears on U.S.
obsolete notes.
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Estado Soberano de Panama, 1880 (Paper Money, vol. 41 no. 5, Sept/Oct 2002) 

This issue totalled $20,000 pesos in three different denominations:  20,000
fifty (0.50) centavos; 6,000 one (1.00) pesos; and 2,000 two (2.00) pesos notes. 

Two new examples came to light in recent years, both in excellent condi-
tion: a fifty (0.50) centavos note, serial #5537, and a one (1.00) peso bill, serial
#3996.  Both are shown below.  Previously only a fifty (0.50) centavo with serial
#13510, and a one (1.00) peso note with serial #1237 were known.  These bills are
approximately: 

fifty (0.50) centavos 6.8 cm X 11.3 cm (211⁄16” X 4”) 
one (1.00) peso 8 cm X 12 cm (31⁄8” X 415⁄16”) 
The whole issue was printed in Panama by the Star and Herald Co. 

the local newspaper printed the
small denomination notes of
1900.

An anchor appears on many obso-
lete U.S. notes of the maritime
states.
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Arias or “Seven Day Notes,” 1941 (Paper Money, vol. 41 no. 5, Sept/Oct 2002) 

Another of the supposedly burnt and disposed one Balboa notes has sur-
faced, serial #594,371.  So far, this makes seven bills that were to have been “offi-
cially incinerated,” on June 19, 1942, that have somehow risen from the ashes. 19

Following are the serial numbers of known bills: 

589,088 589,126 
589,210 594,371 
594,400 595,422 
595,348 

Well, that’s about it for now.  We hope this information helps appreciate
and better understand what little is known about Panama’s paper money.  As we
continue to search and expand our knowledge, you can be sure we will share with
you whatever information we obtain. 
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This note was reported incinerated
on June 19, 1942.
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